A method to obtain a superposition of time evolutions of a quantum system which correspond to different Hamiltonians as well as to different periods of time is derived. Its application to amplification of an effect due to the action of weak forces is considered. A quantum time-translation machine based on the same principle, utilizing the gravitational field, is also considered. gc; U(T, a;)~%')=-U(T, a')~4 ) .
gc; U(T, a;)~%')=-U(T, a')~4 ) . (9) for a Gaussian +(p) =e~t, T=1, N=15, and 0=70' is shown in Fig. 1 . In order to obtain an appropriate O(p) in practice we can pass our particle through a slit. It is interesting (in particular, for practical realization of this method) that the slit can be placed in any stage of the experiment: before the first filter which preselects I @~&, before or after the interaction, or even after the particle has passed through all filters.
In the example presented above we considered a superposition of time evolutions corresponding to diAerent Hamiltonians all acting during the same period of time.
%'e shall show now how it is possible to obtain a superposition of time evolutions corresponding to the same Hamiltonian acting during different periods of time and how it can be used for constructing a quantum timetranslation machine.
Again, the basis of the method is that the superposition of the time evolutions during the periods of time T; is, effectively, the time evolution during the time T'=P;c; T; which may be very diff'erent from the range of jTj:
This equality holds provided the following requirements are fulfilled. Similarly to Eq. (12) the requirements for jT;j and jc;j are gc;T;"= (T')" for al-l k (K.
(is)
For an isolated system the time-evolution operator is U(T) exp( iHT), and the r-equirement on the Hamiltonian and the initial state I%') is that the energy distribution diminishes fast enough for large energies. Thus, for a large class of Hamiltonians and initial states I%') the superposition (17) with a particular choice of jc;j and jT;j amounts, effectively, to a single time evolution toward the past (for negative T') or toward remote future (for large positive T').
One of the ways to achieve superpositions of this kind is to send our system on a journey in a rocket whose velocity, and therefore whose relativistic time delay, is correlated to a quantum variable. Another procedure is to surround our system with a massive spherical shell of radius Ro and then to build a mechanism which will change the radius of the shell to the value R at time to and which will bring it back to Ro at the later time to+T. The mechanism is such that the radius R de- 
